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Presenters

Clean
Water
Forever

IT

Job Search Board gives job seekers a search process
that gets the right job faster by utilizing CRM and the
social graph, to modify behavior and aggregate
resources.

$1.5MM

Clean Tech

Clean Water Forever lowers the cost for delivering clean
water by with gas compression technology reducing oxygen
to smaller than nano size. This oxygen stays dissolved in
water enabling bacteria to digest bio waste.

$2MM

Featured Opportunities

Financial

Midwest Renaissance Fund, a VC Fund, invests in early
stage Midwest companies with entrepreneurs responsive to
coaching. The Fund leverages successful business building
capabilities of partners Len Bland, Ray Markman, Lorenzo
Padron, and Doug Rammel.

Please
refer to
PPM

Trade Shows

KEEGAN Exhibitions launches trade shows. They are
returning Equitana, the Equestrian Sports World Fair and
the undisputed number one international equestrian
exhibition of its kind to the U.S.

$2MM

Retail - CPG

Forward Momentum owns and operates sports related
websites dedicated to providing products allowing sports
enthusiasts to show their team loyalty and pride. They
maintain popular web sites like Gnome Frenzy.

$500K

midwest
renaissance
fund

Keegan
exhibitions

forwardmomentumllc.com

Consumer Packaged Goods

Consumer
Goods

Portapure provides access to clean drinking water
through easy-to-use, highly-efficient, and low-cost
solutions

$250K

Consumer
Packaged
Goods

CBS Foods creates gourmet seafood dishes made
with the finest ingredients. Our recipes are made with
the everyday consumer in mind. Products are now
sold at restaurants, grocery stores, and the Internet.

$1.5MM

Consumer
Packaged
Goods

Branam Oral Health Technologies, Inc. develops,
distributes and markets proprietary all natural oral
care products. The company is currently in national
distribution with products located in over 700 stores
nationwide.

$2MM

CPG
Healthcare

SeetTek offers a cushioned seat providing superior comfort,
support, and air flow. The seat is designed to reduce back
pain, increase comfort, and improve blood flow leading to
clots resulting in pain and skin discoloration.

$5MM

Cleantech
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Clean Tech

Heatwave Solar (www.heatwavesolar.com ) markets
the Heatwave Solar Heater that directly heats the air
in your house or building, lowering your energy bill.

Clean Tech

Waterless Cleaning LLC is a start-up green and sustainable
chemical company. They will replace water intensive
operations such as laundry and dishwasher with green
products that are recyclable and reclaimable.

$500K

Media – Entertainment – Technology

Broadcasting

www.Gigity.TV. We specialize in the permanent
installation of live-streaming cameras in music
venues, sports arenas, and other establishments. Our
streams our dynamic, high quality in video and audio,
and most importantly, automated, which eliminates
the expense and logistics of camera operators and
editors.

Publishing

Noir Woman Ad Network is a vertical market
advertising platform focused on the female African
American niche market. The cutting-edge technology
platform matches their publishing partners' websites
and blogs with national advertising partners. In their
first month of operation, the website registered over
650,000 page views.

IT

4Me Technologies provides localized and personalized
online information delivery. Combining "location in time"
context with semantic profiling techniques, 4Me presents a
pertinent, contextual news and information experience
consistent across phone, tablet and computer platforms.

$500K

eCommerce

AudioAnywhere is revolutionizing the creation and delivery
of spoken audio content. For the first time, consumers have
a social and interactive platform for streaming, downloading
and creating audio news, radio and books.

$550K

Entertainment

The Music Producer 2.0 (TMP) is a music creation software
application enabling ANYBODY to write and produce their
own music and ring tones from their home PCs.

$5MM

Media
Technology

IVI Media is first-to-market with an entertainment offering for
all ages that makes you the star of your own movie,
interacting with your favorite animated characters, movie
stars and sports figures.

$3MM

Entertainment

ecommerce – Information Technology

Mobile

SilvrSpoon’s mobile and social platform engages
restaurant patrons and waitstaff in real-time, enabling
consumers to order directly from their smart phone
and earn loyalty points, while equipping businesses
with actionable feedback and powerful analytics to
better understand and serve their customers.
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Financial
Services

BizConnectNow enables business buyers and sellers
to find each other, and business brokers to be more
productive in brokering the deal. BizConnectNow
works like eHarmony for business with TomScore(tm)
a proprietary scoring method.

$1.5MM

Security
Technology

Eclipse Designs and develop Biometric Identity
Recognition Software that identifies
individuals from both live and stored video streams.
That is a subset of video analytics, our
focus is FACIAL RECOGNITION, however, our
technologies extend beyond facial to include
other biometric characteristics.

$2.5MM

Kadoo provides a private cloud for sharing video and
other files.

Annex Payday

Mobil

AsSeenOnPhone™ is All Things Mobile In Your Life™
bringing the latest mobile news, mobile app
recommendations, offers & giveaway contests,
training & educational seminars, plus tuition incentives
for students.

$1MM

Information
Technology

NexVu enables retailers to improve their service to
customers by deploying an asset management and network
monitoring system for their in store IT infrastructure.

$5MM

Information
Technology
Automotive

Inphodrive - Synphony™ is an innovative voiceactivated solution, which delivers audible web
experience to the driver behind the wheel. Using his

$1.5MM

Telecom

Papatel is the only mobile-advertising platform offering
personalized and location-based advertising reaching
Hispanics and other Immigrant populations of developed
countries worldwide. Papatel allows businesses to microtarget customers and provide personalized and interactive
content to individuals.

Information
Technology

OFI Holdings is a collection of 3 companies with distinct
niches in the real estate industry. OwnACondo.com the
first national "condo only" brokerage firm.
RealEstateAuctions.com sells real estate via online
auctions. BankREOs.com social network creating an
online exchange for bank foreclosures.

eCommerce

Didgebridge helps marketers solve their toughest marketing
challenges in digital advertising and social media today by
enabling them to measure the effectiveness of their video
advertising at each stage in the process.

$3MM

IT - Telecom

Lightwaves’ provides 10x the bandwidth of any
wireless or other wired technology over existing
installed phone, power, and cable wires.

$11MM

Financial

Annex Payday Loans provide an online payday loan

$5MM

natural voice the driver can browse an informational news
portal or select a streaming music channel of choice.

$1MM
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Loans

Services

service. The payday lending industry is one of the
fastest growing businesses in the U.S.

IT - Telecom

GMAX develops mobile voice technology for smart
phones. GMAX’s technology is unique because it can
“think, talk, and understand” enabling users to
communicate and converse with their mobile devices
through interactive computer-human dialogue and get
instant information from queries all by voice.

$1MM

eCommerce

UEO Ventures is an online retailer of niche market products
and services.UEO positions their products as more upscale,
unique, eco-friendly, and organic. In November 2009 they
launched their first site, MyHealthyPuppy.com.

$500K

Learning
Management

iM3 trains third-party service technicians through simulationbased interactive courses taught online. The company is a
"first of its kind" technical online 'university' that can be
leveraged over hundreds of mid-sized companies.

$5MM

UEO Ventures

Seeking

Life sciences – Healthcare

JAR Labs LidoPatch

Biotech

Mill Creek Life Sciences (MCLS), has developed a cell
culture supplement with proven growth and cellular
kinetic properties for propagating adult stem cells and
tumor cell lines.

$1.5MM

Medical
Research

Arborvita Associates is a biotech that has developed
an innovative gene modification technique that is
backed by three patents. The technique is used to
create research mice more quickly and inexpensively
to speed the process of animal testing.

$1MM

Healthcare
IT

Asthma Signals is dedicated to preventing asthma attacks in
children through a simple, personalized and family-oriented
program using text messages and the web.

$500K

CPG
Healthcare

Coeus Technology provides antimicrobial technologies.
®
MonoFoil provides permanent surface protection,
continuously working 24/7 to inhibit the growth of microbes
which can cause sickness, stains, and odors.

$4MM

Consumer
Packaged
Goods

JAR Labs (Lidopatch) is a start up pharmaceutical company
with expertise in transdermal patch technology. Our lead
product is an analgesic patch that we plan to introduce into
the OTC market place. One of our two major target
customers would use our product as a replacement to a
similar $750M branded product.

$3MM

Healthcare

Advance Space Monitor (ASM), along with Caltech, NASA,
and the Department of Homeland Security, has developed a
rapid and highly accurate detection of bacterial spores that
can be deployed in a variety of public locations. ASM
detectors can quickly identify 'live' and 'dead' spores and
render other methodologies obsolete.

$4MM
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Healthcare

Nerve Access has developed a new drug delivery method to
enable the use of a well known active agent to treat
Alzheimer's. The FDA has agreed to provide a quicker
process for approval while the department of health has
provided a new grant.

$3MM

Life Sciences

Quantum Immunologics (QI) is developing a new breast
cancer (and other cancer) treatment that targets a protein on
breast cancer cells in order to improve mortality. QI's
science is based on the unifying theory that links the
immunogenic and invasive properties of malignant cancers
with a specific protein (OFA-iLRP) that is unique to cancer.
QI is in an FDA authorized Phase I/II trial for breast cancer
patients.

$2MM

QuantumImmunol
ogics.com

Manufacturing

Genecor
Trailer

Manufacturing

Genecor Trailer has contracts to manufacture
hydraulic fracturing mining trailers. This fast growing
well drilling process therefore requires a massing of
Frac-Tanks which are hooked in series and contain
the frac liquids that are pumped down into the huge
shale formations.

$900K

Clean Tech

Ventech's Liquid Heat Generator (LHG) technology

$2.5MM

provides near instant heat, saves fuel, and reduces tailpipe
emissions. The technology has a broad range of
applications including transportation, consumer & industrial
products, and alternative energy. Initially, the company is
targeting the school bus industry.

Aircraft

Uniflight inspects, repairs, refurbishes, and overhauls
aircraft components for the global civil helicopter market.
Uniflight has already received significant revenue and
investment.

$5MM
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